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Statement of the Problem
The PA Legislative Finance and Budget Committee has requested proposals for
'An Examination of the Pennsylvania Game Commission's Deer Management
Program'. The Wildlife Management Institute (

) believes the correct approach

to the RFP is to view the Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) deer management
program in both the widest possible view and at the most narrow, focused view.
In the widest sense, the PGC deer management program is representative of the
ti me-tested system of wildlife conservation in this continent -- The North American
Model of Wildlife Conservation. The model rests, in part, on the following three
pillars:
I. Wildlife is a public trust resource, owned equally by all citizens.
2. Hunters as a user-group of the citizen's

pay for the majority of wildlife

conservation programs through their license fees and associated excise taxes.
As the primary
pay-as-you-go user-group, hunters are therefore entitled to
provide direction to hunting programs. State fish and wildlife agencies,
including the PGC, are structured with a Commission form of governance to
ensure representation of hunter interests.
3. Not-withstanding the relationship between hunter's financial support and
agency governance described above, the foundation of the continent's
wildlife conservation programs rests on sound science. In modern times,
when a super-majority of citizens do not hunt, continued support for deer
management programs arises from citizen beliefs that such programs result in
sustainable harvests which are designed to obtain specific population goals
that are complementary
to societal goals.

Deer management in Pennsylvania lies within the interface of the three pillars
mentioned above and the PGC must address each independently and
comprehensively. Deer are a public resource and the public has the right to
understand and influence deer management goals. PA deer hunters are motivated
by their hunting experiences to influence deer management goals and feel special

dispensation because of their financial support to have their desires translated to
agency policy. And finally, the PGC must interact with the public, deer hunters and
the wild deer resource itself, only within a scientifically defendable program of
work.

The RFP requests an independent analysis of the scientific basis of deer
management in the Commonwealth, including the scientific foundation of deer
management goals, deer population and habitat measurements. The analysis will
judge the adequacy of science so that the agency and its publics can be confident
that the fulfillment of their various and diverse interests will be obtainable within the
realms of the scientific method.

In the most narrow sense, the RFP requests both evaluation and determination
products. For both types of products, review findings will conform to the standards
of sound science and the scientific method. For the evaluation products, PGC will
provide certain data to WMI and WMI will compare and contrast the data to
established scientific norms. For the determination products, PGC will provide
certain data to WMI and WMI is then asked to manipulate the data to create various
deer population estimates. WMI cautions that if, in the judgment of WMI, the data is
not sufficiently scientifically rigorous to make reasonable population estimates, WNH
will advise in the report the level of power needed to make such a statistical effort
and recommend how to achieve that level of statistical power.

Management Summary WMI will blend knowledge of state-of-the-art scientific literature of deer
management as a public.resource with in-depth fact finding of PGC and other state,
federal and non-governmental assumptions, methods and practices of deer
management. WMI methods will include both on-site interviews and off-site
document analysis and review. WMI will produce and deliver a comprehensive

analysis of our findings, conclusions and recommendations. Products and services
from the review will include:
a) An explanation of the model PGC uses to estimate the deer population
including evaluation of assumptions, data inputs, data interpretation and use
of model outputs.
b) If data are suitable to the estimation, an estimate for each Wildlife
Management Unit of the size of the fall deer population, M adult sex
composition and fall herd age structure. At a minimum, deer population
estimates may be derived, if possible within the realm of scientific
confidence, by expansion of harvest statistics by the all-cause mortality rate,
as indexed by the yearling buck harvest ratio.
c) If data are suitable to the estimation, deer population trends including
estimates of the sex and age of the deer. The

's request for an estimation

of the previous 12 year's population trends may be impossible because of the
changes in harvest restrictions implemented by the PGC. Most jurisdictions
believe antlered male harvest is the most reliable index to population trend
and commonly used population models expand antlered male harvest as the
basis for deer population estimates. Because the PGC has inserted in a
regulatory
constraint to antlered male harvest (i.e. antler restrictions), the
trend line can only be estimated for those years without regulatory
constraints. WMI wi11 include, therefore, as a minimum, trends in harvest and
population size by WMU for the period 1990 - 2001. For the years 2002 to
2007, the period of regulatory antler restrictions, WNII will evaluate the
feasibility
of producing population estimates and willproduce those estimates
if possible.
d) An evaluation of the scientific basis for using embryo data to assess deer herd
health
e) An evaluation of the scientific bases for using embryo data as an indicator of
the balance between deer numbers in a given WMU and the available food to
supportthose deer.

f) An evaluation of the PGC embryo data sample size, and therefore usefulness
in making management recommendations
g) An evaluation of the PGC definitions of deer in poor health, fair health, and
good health
h) An evaluation of the PGC definition of healthy habitat
i) An evaluation of the factors implicated or suggested by current levels of tree
regeneration in Pennsylvania, including deer browsing impacts, acid rain,
changes in historic forest disturbance patterns, forest pest/insect attack and
forest tree pathogens.
j) An evaluation of the PGC practice of pooling data across years to follow
deer/habitat interactions
k) An evaluation of the correlation between Citizen Advisory Council
recommendations and actual deer/human conflicts in WMUs
1) An evaluation of Citizen Advisory Council recommendations to include the
level of consistency with the Statewide Deer Management Plan
m) An evaluation of the effectiveness of the current large WMUs in achieving
management goals.
n) An evaluation of the feasibility to use smaller WMUs for giving managers,
hunters, and landowners greater flexibility in managing deer and
compatibility in meeting their expectations, goals and interests.
o) An evaluation and comparison of Pennsylvania's deer management practices
to systems in other states, including but not necessarily limited to Maryland,
West Virginia, Michigan and Wisconsin. Comparisons will include the
method for estimating population size, harvest and license quotas.
p) Where possible, an evaluation and comparison of Pennsylvania deer
population statistics for the years 1990-2000 with other Northeastern states to
include antlered male harvest per square mile of forest land, antlerless deer
harvest per square mile of forest land, yearling buck antler beam diameter,
dressed weight, and harvest fawn-to-adult doe ratio.

Work Plan The WMI review team will request background documentation of the PA Deer
Management Program from PGC and other state, federal and other nongovernmental sources to document the methods employed by PGC and to compare
PGC with other state wildlife management agency deer programs. WMI will review
and compile the most current scientific literature on deer population management;
evaluate the scientific validity of methods used by PGC; and build data sets of
relevant metrics to compare PA with other jurisdictions and to track PA deer
management statistics through time. Due diligence is expected to take 250 manhours over the course of 16 weeks. Following due diligence, the WMI review team
will schedule face-to-face interviews with PGC staff and cooperators to clarify,
enlarge and error-check due diligence findings. The majority of interviews will take
place in Harrisburg and should be completed in 350 man-hours over the course of
one week. We will request that PGC appoint one person to coordinate agency travel
and scheduling. Following fact finding, the WMI review team will develop a set of
preliminary findings, conclusions and recommendations. W E reserves the right to
consult with other state deer management program staff and academic researchers
in wildlife management and other specialties. WMI may schedule additional
interviews, either on-site or remote, with PGC staff and others to confirm the factual
basis of our findings and conclusions. Compilation and drafting of the preliminary
report will take between 90 man-hours and 130 man-hours, over the course of two
weeks, with variation largely due to the extent that the WMI review team needs to
complete secondary interviews. Our draft report with findings of fact, conclusions
and recommendations will be delivered to the PA Legislative Finance and Budget
Committee no later than February 9, 2009.

Prior Experience -As a service to natural resource agencies, WMI conducts independent
reviews of wildlife and natural resource agency programs and functions. WMI has

successfully completed over 70 reviews of fish and wildlife programs in more than
40 states and 4 provinces. WMI has also compiled and published national
summaries of the organization, authority and programs of state fish and wildlife
agencies in 1948, 1968, 1977, 1987 and 1997.

In recent years, WMI has been especially effective in helping fish and wildlife
agencies determine the scientific adequacy of their data gathering processes. In
today's world of increased scrutiny of wildlife and natural resource agency
programs and decisions, it is important that scientific information be accurate,
reliable, and defensible when challenged. WMI reviews are structured to assist
agencies in delivering these outcomes.

WMI reviews assess decision-making within the agency and classify
the
scientific foundations needed for each type of agency decision. WMI then assesses
the scientific rigor of data gathering activities to insure those decisions that need to
be founded on good science are defensible if challenged. WMI also assesses the
training, attitudes and application of science activities by agency staff.

Following are some examples of recent scientific reviews:
M CENT REVIEW PROJECTS
PROJECT 1
Title:

A Review of Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department Hunting
and Harvest Surveys and Statewide Angling Presswe Survey

Description: Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department contracted with WNII in

March of 2006 to provide an evaluation of agency hunting and angling
surveys. The scope of the evaluation was described as performing the
necessa tasks to: 1) Evaluate the current Angling and Hunter Harvest
Survey systems for information gathering, analysis and reporting. 2)
Explore alternative systems for information gathering, analysisand
reporting for more efficient, cost effective and defensible methods. 3)
Develop recommendations and provide a report on the most
appropriate, effective, efficient and timely Angling and Hunter Harvest
Survey system for

Services:

PROTECT 2
Title:

WMI reviewed methodology and use of surveys for hunter harvest of
black bear, deer, elk, antelope, moose, bighorn sheep, mountain goat,
mountain lion harvest, mountain lion sightings, upland game birds,
furbearers, and turkey and for angling pressure and satisfaction.
WMI explored alternative systems to the MF`NP system for harvest
information gathering, analysis, and reporting for more efficient, cost
effective, and defensible methods. Alternatives were structured with
information gleaned from WMI's analysis of current MFWP survey
methodologies, examination of other state fish and wildlife agency
survey systems, and conversations with private vendors offering survey
products. The final report was delivered in November, 2006 and
included responses to clarifications made by agency staff.

An Evaluation of the Decision Making Processes of the Central
Arizona Project Fund Transfer Program

Description: The 1994 and 2001 Fish and Wildlife Service biological opinions on

Services:

transfers of non-native fishes from the Central Arizona Project aqueduct
to the Gila River basin called for the Bureau of Reclamation to transfer
funds to the Service to fulfill two major purposes: 1) achieve
conservation actions (recovery and protection) for federally listed or
candidate fish species by implementing existing and future recovery
plans, and 2) accomplish research on, and control of, non-native
aquatic species. The resultant CAP Fund Transfer Program produced a
document entitled Long-term Direction, Project Allocation Guidance,
and Rationale (guidance document) that describes in detail the
program's purposes, goals, priorities, and project selection processes.
A 5-year strategic plan also was produced that provides specific
objectives to assist with the near-term implementation of the program.
Policy and technical committees established to oversee the program
determined that an external review of these documents should be
conducted to gain additional independent input into the program's
processes, goals, assumptions, and objectives.
In 2005, WMI completed extensive document review, field interviews of
current and past committee members and analysis of contracts let
under the program. The WMI analysis, findings and recommendations
were delivered orally in October 2005. The final report included
responses to clarifications made by program staff.

PROJECT 3
Title:

A Comprehensive Re vi ew of Science-Based Methods and Processes
of the Wildlife and Parks Divisions of the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department

Description: Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (W

Services:

PROJECT 4
Title:

) contracted with WMI to
provide a broad review of science-based activities of the Wildlife
Division and State Parks Division. The review was intended to answer
the following questions: 1) Why are we doing what we are doing? 2) Is
what we are doing being done well (i.e., are we using the best science
avail ab le)? 3) Are there critical data gaps that will improve our ability
to manage wildlife resources?
Over the course of six months, WMI completed e xt ensive doc ument
and method re vi ew, field interviews of field and program biolo gi sts
and an alysis of employee opinions to obt ai n an understanding of use of
scientific data to guide management programs for wildlife in Texas.
The WMI analysis, findings and recommendations were delivered
orally in Nove mb er 2004. The final report included responses to
clarifications made by program staff.

Feasibility of Restoring Wild Populations of Ring-necked Pheasant
in Pennsylvania

Description: Ring-necked pheasant abundance in Pennsylvania has declined despite

Services:

PROJECT 5
Title:

the Pennsylv ani a Game Com mi ssion's management of wild pheasant
populations and provi sion of an extensive stoc king program. WMI was
asked to re vi ew the efforts completed to date, assess current and future
habitat conditions and t hr eats, and ad vi se the agency on whether
stocking programs were an ad_ e ate replacement for, or supplement
to, wild populations.
In 2000, WMI completed exten sive assessment of field conditions,
including interviews of Co mmi ssi oners, agency
staff
and land
managers. The WMI analysis, findings and recommendations were
delivered to the Executive Director of the PA Game Co mmi ssion in
2000.

An Evaluation of Big G am e M an agement in Wyo ming

Description: The Wyo ming Game and Fish Dep ar tment re quested a WMI re
view of
the s ci entifi c fo undations of big game management tec hniques.

Included in the WMI assessment was ha rv est and population surveys,

hunter preference surveys, environmental management models, and
use, reporting and administration of big game data. WMI conducted
extensive interviews at different locations in WY. Both agency staff and
members of the public were interviewed.
Services:

In 1995, WMI completed extensive document and method review, field
interviews of field and program biologists and analysis of employee
opinions to obtain an understanding of use of scientific data to guide
management programs for big game in Wyoming. The WM[ analysis,
findings and recommendations were delivered orally in November
1995 to the Wyoming Board of Commissioners. The final report
included responses to clarifications made by program staff.

PAST REVIEW PROJECTS
AGENCY

YEAR

REVIEW TYPE

Montana

2007

Big Game Harvest Survey

Bureau of Reclamation

2005

Central Arizona Project

Texas

2004

Wildlife Division Use of Science

Pennsylvania

2000

All States

1997

Wyoming

1995

Restoration of Pheasant
Organization, Authority and Programs of State
Fish and Wildlife Agencies
Big Caine Management Program

Oklahoma

1991

Complete -- Game and Fish

1991

Patuxent Wildlife Research Center

1990

Fish and Wildlife Program

USDA Forest Service

1990

Special — Wildlife and Livestock

US Fish and Wildlife
Service
USDA Forest Service

Colorado

1988

Complete — Game and Fish

New Mexico

1988

Complete — Game and Fish

USFS

1988

Quachita National Forest

Texas

1988

Complete — Game and Fish

Wyoming

1988

Complete — Game and Fish

Hawaii

1988

Forestry and Wildlife

All States

1987

Delaware

1986

Organization, Authority and Programs of
State Fish and Wildlife Agencies
Complete— Game and Fish

Indiana

1986

Complete— Game and Fish

Minnesota

1986

Complete -- Game and Fish

Lousiana

1985

Complete — Game and Fish

Bois

1984

Complete — Game and Fish

Arkansas

1983

Complete -- Game and Fish

Minnesota

1983

Complete — Game and Fish

South Carolina

1983

Complete — Game and Fish

Virginia
Bureau of Land
Management
Washington

1982

Complete — Game and Fish

1981

Fish and Wildlife Program

1980

Complete — Game and Fish

USDA Forest Service

1979

Fish and Wildlife Program

Arizona

1977

Complete — Game and Fish

Arizona

1977

All States

1977

Maryland

1976

Complete — Game and Fish
Organization, Authority and Programs of
State Fish and Wildlife Agencies
SpecialStudy

_ New Jersey

1975

Complete -- Game and Fish

Oklahoma

1975

Complete -- Game and Fish

New Mexico

1974

Resurvey — Game and Fish

New Brunswick

1973

Complete -- Game and Fish

Massachusetts

1972

Special Study

Ohio

1972

Partial
Wildlife Division Only

Utah

1971

Finances Only — Caine and Fish

W=

1971

Non-resident Hunting and Angling

Illinois

1970

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Michigan

1970

Resurvey — Game and Fish

Minnesota

1969

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Washington

1969

M States

1968

Kansas

1967

Complete — Game and Fish
Organization, Authori and Programs
of
State Fish and Wildlife Agencies
Complete -- Game and Fish

Maryland

1966

Complete -- Caine and Fish

Georgia

1964

Partial
— Game and Fish

Delaware

1963

Resurvey — Game and Fish

Michigan

1963

Complete — Caine and Fish

Pennsylvania

1962

Complete — Game and Fish

Wyo

g

1962

Laws Only — Game and Fish

Utah

1961

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Manitoba

1959

Complete — Game and Fish

Colorado

1958

Complete — Caine and Fish

Iowa

1958

Ten - Year Conservation Program

Arizona

1957

Resurvey — Caine and Fish

Colorado

1957

Policies Only— Game and Fish

Kentucky

1957

Complete — Game and Fish

New Mexico

1957

Resurvey — Game and Fish

Me

1956

Complete — Game and Fish

South Dakota

1956

Complete — Game and Fish

Oregon

1955

Resurvey — Game Only

Delaware

1954

Complete — Game and Fish

Iowa

1954

Resurvey -- Game and Fish

Lousiana

1954

Complete -- Game and Fish

Wisconsin

1954

Special -- Eau Pleine Reservoir Report

Newfoundland

1954

Complete -- Game and Fish

Missouri

1953

Complete — Game and Fish

North Dakota

1953

Complete — Game and Fish

Rhode Island

1953

Complete — Game and Fish

Connecticut

1952

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Idaho

1952

Complete -- Game and Fish

South Carolina

1952

Complete — Game and Fish

Arizona

1951

Complete — Game and Fish

New York

1951

Complete -- Game and Fish

Texas

1951

Complete — Game and Fish

Wyoming

1951

Complete -- Game and Fish

New Brunswick

1951

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Florida

1950

Complete -- Game and Fish

Illinois

1950

Complete — Game and Fish

Nevada

1950

Complete -- Game and Fish

North Carolina

1950

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

Tennessee

1960

Complete -- Game and Fish

Nova Scotia

1950

Technical Assistance — Game and Fish

New Mexico

1949

Complete -- Game and Fish

Oklahoma

1949

Complete — Game and Fish

Montana

1948

Complete — Game and Fish

New Mexico

1948

Laws Only -- Game and Fish

Oregon

1948

All States

1948

Iowa

1947

Partial -- Game Only
Organization, Authority and Programs of
State Fish and Wildlife Agencies
Complete — Game and Fish

Massachusetts

1947

Complete -- Game and Fish

Wisconsin

1940

Technical Assistance -- Game and Fish

Personnel Qualifications of Key Personnel
Scot Williamson is Vice President of the Wildlife Management Institute, an
organization of professional wildlife biologists chartered in 1911 to advance
sound, science-based wildlife conservation. Scot has been with WMI since
1994 and has assisted Northeastern states and conservation groups on a
number of wildlife and land management initiatives. The WMI publication,
"Feeding Wildlife, Just Say No!" was authored by Scot and received the
Wildlife Society Conservation Education Award in 2003. Prior to WMI, Scot

was Big Game Director for Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and Whitetailed Deer Project Leader for NH Fish and Game. Scot received a MS in
Wildlife Science from the University of Vermont and a Bachelor of Science in
Forestry from the Pennsylvania State University.
Pat Ruble is the Midwest Field Representative for the Wildlife Management
Institute. Pat received his B.S. (1973) and M.S. (1976) in Wildlife Management
from Ohio State University. He started his career with the Ohio Division of
Wildlife in 1974 as a college intern and worked as a district biologist and
program administrator for research, feder aid and public lands
management prior to assuming the position of Executive Administrator
responsible for statewide wildlife management and research programs in
1981. He remained in that job until he retired from the Division of Wildlife in
December, 2002. He then became the Program Coordinator for the Terrestrial
Wildlife Ecology
Laboratory
at Ohio State for nearly a year and subsequently
served as the Director of Government Relations for the Archery Trade
Association from 2004 through June 2006, when he joined the staff of the
Wildlife Management Institute. He has served as President of the Ohio
Chapter of the Wildlife Society and the Ohio Fish and Wil
e Management
Association. He has been active on a number of Association of Fish and
Wildlife committees over the years, including: Fur Resources, Habitat
Protection, Migratory
Shore and Upland Game Bird, Resident Game Bird,
Animal
Damage Control, Waterfowl, Fish and Wildlife Health, Human/Wildlife
Conflict and Wildlife Resource Policy. He resides in central Ohio with his wife
Rosann.
Dr. Len H. Carpenter retired from the Wildlife Management Institute in 2007
from the position of Southwest Field Representative. During his tenure with
Len worked throughout the southwest on naturalresource issues from
his home base in Fort Collins, CO. Len coordinated closely with Federaland
State management agencies and served on 3 WMI agency
review teams. Len
received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Wildlife Biology at Colorado State
University
in 1968 and worked as a research technician with the Colorado
Division of Wildlife briefly as he initiated a PhD program in Range Science at
Colorado State, which he completed in 1976. Len then began a 25-year career
with the Division as a Wildlife Researcher, Wildlife Research Leader, and
State Terrestrial
Wildlife Manager. His research work focused on mule deer
and their habitats. Len retired from the Division in 1995 and joined WMI in
1996. He is a long-term member of the Range Society
and the Wildlife Society
and served as President of the Wildlife Society (TWS) from 2000-2001. He has
received several
TWS Awards and was elected a TWS Fellow in 2005.
Gary
Donovan is a Certified Wildlife Biologist with 39 years of professional
experience. In 1995, he retired from the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife where he held a varietyof field and supervisory

positions including the position of Wildlife Division Director for the last eight
years of his 26 + year career with the agency. He then worked in the forest
industry until 2006 as Manager of Wildlife Programs for International Paper's
(IP) Lake States and Northeast Regions providing leadership and oversight for
the conservation of non-timber resources and management of public-uses on
IP's northern forest ownership. Gary is currently under contract with the
Wildlife Management Institute as Habitat Management Coordinator for the
Northern Forest and Appalachian Mountain Woodcock Initiatives.
Craig A. Miller, Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor, Human Dimensions at the
Warnell School of Forestry & Natural Resources at the University of Georgia.
Craig's research emphasis includes studies of satisfaction, policy
implementation, and conflict over resource allocations among hunters and
anglers. Craig's past research includes extensive study of deer/human
interactions and deer hunter participation and satisfaction. Craig received
the Ph.D. in Parks and Recreation Management from The Pennsylvania State
University, with minors in statistics, forest resources, and conservation
biology. Craig has taught human dimensions courses at Penn State, University
of Idaho, University of Illinois, Louisiana State University, and University of
Georgia. Craig is the former Leader of the Human Dimensions Research
Program at the Illinois Natural History Survey, Champaign, IL.
Robert Turner is the principal owner of the R. J. Turner Company: Established
in 1989, the R. J. Turner Company is a small consulting firm dedicated to the
collection, management and analysis of spatial and natural resource data. The
firm's services strive to assist resource managers to make better decisions by
using a range of sophisticated tools to add value to information. Clients
include individual landowners, forest industrial landowners, municipalities,
other consultants, state and federal agencies, and nonprofits. Areas of
specialty include economic and fiscal analysis, statistical analysis, growth and
yield modeling, GIS mapping and spatial analysis, and GPS data collection.
As principal of R. J. Turner Company, Robert Turner brings a background in
finance, real estate, economics and forestry together with substantial
experience in GPS, GIS, database management, and modeling. Virtually all of
this experience has been gained in northern New England and New York. He
balances a broad social and environmental perspective with a strong
analytical foundation and field experience.
Steve Williams is the President of the Wildlife Management Institute, a nonprofit scientific and educational organization dedicated to providing
leadership to conserve, restore, and enhance North American wildlife and
their habitat. Prior to serving in this role, Steve was the Director of the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service within the Department of the Interior. He has
also held the positions of Secretary of the Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks, Deputy Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Game Commission, and

Assistant Director for Wildlife and Deer Project Leader for the Massachusetts
Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. Steve received a Ph.D. in Forest Resources
from The Pennsylvania State University, a M.S. in Biology
from the University
of North Dakota and a B.S. in Environmental Resource Management from The
Pennsylvania State University. He and his
Beth, reside in Gardners, PA.
Richard McCabe is the executive vice president of the Wildlife Management
Institute. A native of Madison, Wisconsin, he received a B.A. degree from
Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa, in 1969, and an M.S. degree in
Environmental Communications from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, in
1971. He worked for the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources as a
Conservation Aide in 1969-70. From 1972-76, he served on the faculty of the
Institute for Environmental Studies and as a Project Coordinator for the
Graduate School at the U.W.-Madison. He joined WMI in April 1977 as its
publications director. He became the Institute's secretary in 1987, vice
president in 1999, and has served in his present capacity since 2001. He
resides in Annapolis, Maryland.

PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT BY TASK

NUMBER OF HOURS BY TASK
PERSONNEL

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Williamson

40

20

10

5

40

40

20

20

10

Ruble

40

5

10

5

40

40

20

20

Carpenter

5

0

10

5

40

10

10

Donovan

20

0

10

5

40

10

10

Miller

20

5

10

5

40

10

10

Turner

20

J

10

10

10

5
5

5
5

Williams
McCabe

K

TASK
Due Diligence
A

Background Documentation from State and Federal Agencies

B

Review and Compile Scientific Literature

C
D

Evaluate Scientific Validity
Create Metrics for Comparison with Other Programs

Fact Finding
E
F

On-site Interviews
Develop Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations

G
Report

Secondary Interviews

H

Compile and Draft Report
Present Draft Report

J

Review and Incorporate Comments to Draft

K

Present Final Report

PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT NARRF.TIVE
Time estimates are based on WMI's lengthy experience in conducting
state agency reviews. Due diligence is time consuming, but results in efficient
collection of data during fact finding. The scope of this review requires
consultation and data collection from numerous state wildlife agencies as well
as synthesis of the large body of scientific literature dedicated to deer
management. Fact finding interviews will include PGC Executive Branch,
PGC Bureau of Wildlife Deer Management personnel, U. S. Forest Service

Forest Inventory and Analysis program staff and managers, and Department
of Natural
Resource and Conse rv ation program staff and managers.
does not include within our bid any fact finding from st ak eholders, interest
groups, or citizens in the proposed data collection. Presentation of the draft
preli mi nary findings willpro de opportunity
to clarify inte rp retations and
accept additional data. WMI includes within our bid no more than 4
presentations
of report findings, conclusions and recommendations to PA
Le gi slative Finance and Budget staff , Com mittee me mb ers or other le gi slative
bodies. WMI will prepare one final report with further distribution and/or
display of the report to be at the discretion of the PA Le gi slative Finance and
Budget Com mittee.
Conflict of Interest
provides administration and coordination services to state fish and
wildlife agencies to facilitate management and research on conservation issues
identified by the states that are best addressed on a regionalor multi-state level.
a. PGC: Atlantic Flyway Council Administration. WMI provides
coordination and administrative services for the 17 state agency
members of the Atlantic Flyway Council to advance capabilityto
conduct migratory bird research in Canada and the Northeast.
b. PGC: Northeast Wildlife Damage Management Cooperative. WMI
provides coordination and administrative services for the 13 state
agency members of the Northeast Wildlife Damage Management
Cooperative to facilitate efficient development of research,
management and outreach techniques for nuisance wildlife issues.
c. PGC: Northeast RegionalConservation Needs. WMI provides
coordination and administrative services for the 15 state agency
members of the Northeast Association of Fish and Wil dlife Agencies to
allow states to ag gr egate State Wil dlife Funds on priorityprojects

r

identified in each state agency State Wildlife Action Plan that are best
addressed on a regional scale.
d. PGC: WMI and PGC, along with the U. S. Geological Survey, U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and Penn State University are joint members of the
Coordinating Committee of the Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research
Unit at Penn State University.
e. The WMI review history shown in the Prior. Experience section
documents the contracts between WMI and other state agencies for
wildlife management analysis.

